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Dear Bruce, 
 
Following are my individual comments on the June 2011 Proposed Action for Management of 
Kennecott Mines National Historic Landmark, for your consideration in preparing the 
environmental assessment. Thank you for the opportunity to participate in an excellent visioning 
and planning process, and for your inclusion of the community here and the public at large in the 
extra step of reviewing this document. The extra effort is worthwhile in a situation that we might 
consider comparable, for example, to planning Yosemite Valley a century ago. It is an 
opportunity to set patterns that unfold over a long period, that affect what is increasingly 
recognized as a national treasure, and where actions that seem radical today may prove over time 
to be appreciated as essential for the preservation of that treasure, even if controversial at first.  
 
The comments below focus on three topics: roads and trails, parking, and covenants. They are in 
addition to my support of the comments submitted by the MAC committee, with whom I’ve had 
conversations, and by Friends of Kennecott, which I joined with others in preparing. The 
following are my personal opinion from twenty years residency in Kennecott, and longer in the 
McCarthy area. They also reflect professional experience in environmental planning with a focus 
on, among other issues, transportation planning. 
 
I.  Roads and trails 
 
Roads and trails in the National Historic Landmark (NHL) can be divided into two categories, 
with somewhat differing management considerations: the mill town core and outlying areas, 
including the Glacier Trail and Bonanza Mountain.  
 
A. Mill town core 
 
The mill town was built around linear transit: the railroad. And it is sandwiched between the 
glacier and the mountain. As a result, it does not have space for more than a few cars or other 
individual vehicles. It’s good to see the Park Service’s intent to “manage for long-term pedestrian 
visitor access to the mill town, utilizing local shuttle systems.” This is essential. It is historically 
consistent, as a contemporary follow-up to rail service. Given even locally-based traffic and 
moderate growth, the mill town will become congested, dominated by vehicles, and unsafe for 
pedestrians, if increasing motorized access is unmanaged and if transit is insufficient. 
 
The final plan should identify support and growth of the shuttle as a priority, including extension 
of service hours in the early morning and especially in the evening, and expansion of service to 
accommodate increasing use, including local passengers with season passes, so locals can be 
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confident space will be available for them. This level of service is necessary for transit to be a 
viable alternative to individual vehicles, and thus for the viability of Kennecott management in 
general. The plan should also recognize the excellence of the shuttle service now provided by 
Wrangell Mountain Air, within the limits they can afford. (This present service is truly beyond 
the call of duty for a private business, meeting public needs at considerable effort.) The plan 
should set out a process for NPS working with private providers, like Wrangell Mountain Air, to 
find ways to help them maintain and expand shuttle service. It should indicate that transit is 
among the issues that benefit from the cooperative/collaborative partnership approach that should 
underlie Kennecott management as a whole. 
 
Along these lines, the plan should also recognize the positive and pro-active measures of the 
Rowland family to build and maintain a private service bridge across the Kennicott River.  Like 
the shuttle service, the Rowland’s bridge provides a key component in meeting 
McCarthy/Kennecott’s unique access needs and constraints.  Both the shuttle and the service 
bridge illustrate the community’s commitment and ability to take responsibility for its own 
destiny and contribute solutions in a larger context. 
 
B. Outlying areas 
 
The outlying NHL trails, presently including the Glacier (Erie), Jumbo and Bonanza Trails, are 
among the premier trails in the world in a glacier and mountain setting. They access the most-
visited day-use natural areas of the park/preserve and the primary camping sites presently 
available on public land in the McCarthy area. At the same time, they are located on routes 
constructed as mining roads, with substantial portions of their length within the Kennecott 
subdivision, where they are open to motorized passage by landowners and their guests.  
 
These trails are narrow, rough, sometimes steep, with blind curves, and unsafe as presently used. 
They are trafficked by ATVs, motorcycles, cars and trucks, and bicycles, in combination with 
dozens of hikers who are on the trails daily during the season, including families with children, 
seniors, backpackers and guided and unguided groups. With increasing motorized traffic and in 
combination with pedestrians, they are a serious or fatal accident waiting to happen. For example, 
a Kennecott neighbor reports encountering a Boy Scout troop on fourteen 4-wheelers, careening 
down the Jumbo Trail. Consider what happens when those kids come across a family with small 
children on a blind curve, or a 4-wheeler coming uphill. 
 
Initially built across open ground near the receding glacier edge, the Glacier Trail with its 
formerly expansive views is now hedged by growing forest. None of the trail is optimally located 
or designed for hiking and views. 
 
Bonanza Mountain is one of the few places in Alaska where a road, such as it is, provides 
motorized access to an alpine area overlooking glaciers and high peaks. This area is both a 
destination in itself and a starting point for less rigorous walks. In a vast national park/preserve 
mostly otherwise managed as wilderness and accessible by air and difficult hiking, this access is a 
valuable attribute, enabling those with physical limits to reach such a place. That same road is 
also the pedestrian trail to the alpine in the park’s major visitor destination. And it is driveway 
access to residents’ homes on private property. 
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What to do, in light of these contradictions?  
 
First, the plan should recognize that the present situation on these roads/trails is untenable for 
safety reasons. Given their importance for pedestrian use of the park/preserve, the Park Service’s 
responsibility for public safety requires it to minimize motorized use under present conditions to 
the extent possible.  
 
Some motorized access should and will continue: Landowners and their guests require and have 
legal access for motorized use of the easements. But consistent with the request of many 
Kennecott landowners, the plan should confirm that the Park Service will take all feasible steps, 
including information, education and, as necessary and to the extent possible, enforcement, to 
reduce motorized use of the easements by the general public who are not landowners or 
landowners’ guests.  
 
In conjunction, Park Service prohibition, and enforcement of prohibition, of parking on 
easements traversing public land will also reduce motorized use of the roads/trails. The plan 
should make clear that this parking prohibition extends to the outlying trails. With permission of 
the property owners, some parking may be available on private parcels along the Bonanza 
Road/Trail, which could enable continuation of established use patterns by subdivision 
landowners and guests. This set of solutions is not perfect, but anything less is negligence. 
 
These steps will not always be popular with all stakeholders. But plan emphasis on cooperation 
and partnership does not mean that the Park Service in every instance accommodates to a lowest-
common denominator, minimum management alternative. By law and regulation, it could not do 
so, for example, regarding the Secretary’s standards for preservation of historic structures. The 
plan should implement available tools to reduce motorized traffic on the outlying trails in a 
similar light. 
 
The situation on the Glacier Trail is relatively less complex than on the Bonanza/Jumbo Trails. 
The attractive parts of the existing Glacier Trail are largely beyond the subdivision boundary. 

 
Glacier	  Trail,	  showing	  lack	  of	  passing	  room	  for	  ATVs,	  motorcycles	  and	  
pedestrians,	  and	  growth	  of	  forest,	  obstructing	  views.	  This	  is	  the	  most	  used	  
trail	  in	  Wrangell-‐St.	  Elias	  National	  Park	  &	  Preserve.	  
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They are also more difficult to hike than the portion within the subdivision. Thus most, if not all, 
who chose to use the trail could quite easily traverse it on foot. All that is gained by motorized 
access is shortening the walk by about a mile of easy walking in each direction from the mill 
town to the subdivision boundary. 
 
Second, the plan should initiate a process for developing a separate, pedestrian trail system off of 
the easements. Such a system could remove most hikers from the roads, provide pedestrians with 
superior replacements for the existing routes, and supplement those routes with additional trails. 
It can create new opportunities for high-quality day trips and multi-day backpacking close to the 
support and safety of McCarthy-Kennecott, on trails not requiring cross-country travel skills, with 
developed campsite facilities, without impacting the untrailed wilderness character of outlying 
park areas.  
 
The plan should specify that priority in construction of such a system will go pedestrian re-routes 
of the Bonanza, lower Jumbo and Glacier Trails, to help resolve user conflicts on those trails. 
Given limited resources, these re-routes should be completed before new trails are added, such as 
the McCarthy-Kennecott glacier-edge trail identified in the Proposed Action for Management or 
other new trails in the NHL.  
 
Also given limited resources, trail planning, design and construction are an opportunity for 
partnership between the Park Service and local individuals, organizations and businesses that use 
the trails, and with trail-building volunteer groups. From my observations, re-routing the Glacier 
trail down onto open moraines between Bonanza Creek and Jumbo Creek may be relatively easy, 
maybe doable by volunteers. Re-routing trails on Bonanza Mountain above the Mill Building will 
likely take more work. Perhaps the lower portions can be completed in conjunction with 
development of the Kennecott water and fire-protection system, perhaps by routing the trail onto 
waterline clearings or firebreak openings. The plan should add this consideration into design and 
construction of those projects, and within their budgets. 
 

 

 

 
Existing	  Glacier	  Trail	  traverses	  the	  upper	  left	  hillside	  in	  this	  photo.	  It	  would	  
be	  easy	  to	  re-‐route	  it	  down	  onto	  the	  open	  lateral	  moraine	  here,	  taking	  it	  off	  
the	  easement	  and	  onto	  open	  ground	  with	  spectacular	  views.	  
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Earlier this summer, I put together some ideas for discussion about Kennecott area trails options, 
which are appended to these comments.  
 
Separating the trails will not solve all problems: Even with hikers off the roads, vehicle-vehicle 
and vehicle-bicycle collisions will still be issues, as may landowner concerns about traffic and the 
possibilities for Bonanza road improvements to enable additional visitors to reach the alpine area. 
So, future conversation and planning regarding management of the easements, after construction 
of new pedestrian routes should be among the tiered processes specified in the plan. This process 
would reasonably involve the Park Service, Kennecott landowners, McCarthy area residents, user 
groups and the general public. 
 
 
II. Parking 
 
It is likely that the only way to protect the historic and aesthetic scene and to prevent almost all 
open spaces in Kennecott from becoming filled with parking during busy periods is by restricting 
parking below demand, in conjunction with sufficient shuttle service. A pedestrian Kennecott is 
possible if access and parking issues are well handled now, but much more difficult, perhaps 
impossible, if not controlled in the present plan. 
 
As everywhere else in such confined spaces, including Yosemite Valley and Zion, a strong 
combination of parking limits and transit is required. Increasing numbers of vehicles crossing the 
Kennicott River, even if limited to purchasers of private toll bridge passes, will lead to congestion 
and traffic in Kennecott, even if parking is limited to landowners and their guests, a category that 
is likely to include an increasing number of people. Construction of new vacation homes is 
increasing in the McCarthy area, bringing increasing numbers of vehicles to the east side of the 
Kennicott River, with a larger population who may be considered “local” and receive invitations 
from Kennecott landowners. In addition, Park Service planning must consider now that traffic 
across the river may not be limited in the future.  
 
Similar to parking on the outlying easements, parking issues in the mill town involve basic 
national mandates of the National Park Service for site preservation, public safety and visitor 
experience. Local stakeholders should be involved in decisions, but, similar to historic building 
preservation standards, within parameters specified by the federal agency. Users of cars, trucks, 
ATVs and motorcycles may seek parking adequate for using their vehicles to access Kennecott. 
This goal could make sense from their perspective, and their voices could be strong in any 
locally-based decision process. And also it is unrealistic, given land ownership complexities and 
associated access and service needs, to completely prohibit parking on Park Service land in 
Kennecott. But within that context, it is the Park Service’s responsibility to act for the long-term 
public interest, which in this case requires minimal parking on the site. 
 
In this light, the plan should specify: 

1. Park Service Kennecott facilities decisions, including parking, will be premised on  
(a) shuttle service being the means of access for all users to the extent feasible,  
(b) site historic and aesthetic constraints having priority, and  
(c) the maintenance of Kennecott as a walker-friendly, pedestrian area. 

2. What parking is provided on public land at Kennecott will be for the use of vehicles there 
legally, i.e. landowners and their guests. While it may be difficult for the Park Service to 
distinguish in its parking rules between local McCarthy-area residents and the outside 
general public, the distinction between vehicles legally on-site and others should be 
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easier to make. Since McCarthy area users can be expected to have invitations from 
Kennecott landowners, they would thus have legal access to designated parking on public 
land, but park visitors in general would not. 

3. The amount of parking provided for landowners and their guests will reflect the premise 
that when feasible, landowners and guests will use the shuttle, recognizing that 
exceptions must be made for freighting, for travel outside of shuttle service hours, and for 
Kennecott landowners in outlying areas of the subdivision not served by shuttle.  

4. The Park Service itself will set an example by using the shuttle and limiting its own 
parking in all of its operations. No parking in addition to those spaces also available for 
others will be designated for Park Service use. Exceptions can be made for NPS vehicle 
storage areas near the dairy barn and at its Silk Stocking residences, and for vehicles 
when actively engaged in site maintenance. Even NPS Silk Stocking residents will use 
the shuttle whenever possible. This policy is essential for the access and parking plan as a 
whole to be respected by the community at large.  

5. Details of the parking plan will be worked out in a tiered process involving the 
stakeholders, but within the framework specified above.. For plan implementation to be 
successful, NPS must be clear up-front with all participants that the amount and location 
of parking will not be driven by demand. 

 
If such a plan is implemented, it is likely to be appreciated in future decades, even if the first 
years are controversial. It’s the Park Service’s responsibility to take what may sometimes be a 
difficult role in bringing this vision to fruition. 
 

 
 
Implementation could happen in phases: The first year (2012), parking could be prohibited on the 
easements, with notices rather than citations placed on illegally parked vehicles. Parking off the 
easements would not be controlled that season, while a parking plan is developed with 
stakeholders. Park Service historic and landscape architects should be included in that planning, 

 

 
Without	  a	  combination	  of	  traffic	  controls	  limiting	  vehicle	  access	  to	  landowners	  
and	  guests,	  restriction	  of	  parking	  below	  demand,	  improved	  transit	  and	  site	  
design	  discouraging	  parking,	  the	  central	  area	  of	  Kennecott	  between	  the	  general	  
store	  and	  the	  mill	  building	  will	  likely	  become	  a	  de-‐facto	  parking	  lot.	  
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with the explicit mandate to implement the above framework. Then the next year, enforcement of 
parking prohibition could begin on the easements and parking limited to designated spots off the 
easements elsewhere on public land. 
 
The detailed plan will also need to designate parking for landowners who do not have road access 
to their property. 
 
Since it may be best to consolidate parking near the dairy barn, the provision on page 24 of the 
Proposed Action for Management should be revised to allow consideration of landowner and 
guest parking there, in limited amount and with the clear understanding that parking area will not 
be allowed to expand even if designated spots are filled and there is demand for more.  
 
 
III. Covenants 
 
Implementing the development covenants in the mill site is a fundamental Park Service 
responsibility. Lack of fully functional engagement in recent years by the architectural control 
committee, on which the Park Service has a majority, has been inexcusable. The 2001 Cultural 
Landscape Report specified land use zones for the mill town which could have been implemented 
by the committee for private as well as public land, but were not. For example, commercial 
development inconsistent with both covenant restrictions and that zoning is underway next to the 
mill building. (That is not to pass judgment on the quality of this development, but its consistency 
with public plans for this key location.) The covenants are attached to the deeds of mill town unit 
subdivision landowners. They purchased their lots with the reasonable expectation that these 
covenants would provide protection to their property from incompatible development by their 
neighbors, and with the upfront understanding that their own development rights were similarly 
constrained. The Park Service is one among those landowners, deserving similar expectations. 
Joseph Sax assumed implementation of the covenants in his 1990 Kennecott report. 
 
It is as if a century ago there had been private property in Yosemite Valley or Zion, and that the 
landowners of that property had agreed to development restrictions; the Park Service had the 
authority and responsibility to implement these, but had not done so, establishing the precedent 
that they were unenforceable. In retrospect, this lack of park protection would have been a 
national scandal, a story recounted in textbooks as an example of management failure. 
 
Basically, the covenants limit development in the mill site to single family residential buildings of 
not more than two stories and small storage buildings. They also prohibit removal of existing 
buildings.  
 
The architectural control committee can make exceptions, so can function as a de facto planning 
and zoning board for the mill site to ensure consistency with public plans and purposes. Updating 
of the covenants could be useful, but is not necessary: the committee has sufficient discretion to 
address most issues adequately. The future character of the National Historic Landmark could be 
at stake. 
 
The Kennecott plan should therefore specify as one of its tiered processes that the architectural 
control committee will, in conversation with other Kennecott landowners and stakeholders, 
establish criteria in the various zones of the mill site for approval of development proposals 
which are inconsistent with covenant restrictions. These criteria will provide clear guidance for 
property owners and help prevent arbitrary actions, while protecting the public interest. The plan 
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should indicate that the committee will require mill site landowners to submit plans prior to 
development, and that the covenants will be implemented. 
 
In addition, as emphasized in the MAC committee comments on the Proposed Action for 
Management, development criteria for Kennecott should be crafted so that the covenants support 
ongoing private residence in Kennecott and do not become a mechanism for in effect removing 
non-Park Service landowners.  
 
As usual for issues in the McCarthy area and Wrangell-St. Elias in general, achieving these 
complex goals will require ongoing conversation, creativity, flexibility, openness to unusual 
solutions and partnerships, and clear visioning of long-term possibilities and values. 
 
Thanks again for the opportunity to participate in this collaborative public process. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Ben Shaine 
 
Appended: Kennecott area trails options 
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Possible Bonanza Mountain high route trail system as seen from Kennicott Glacier edge near McCarthy
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A new high route could be part of a trail system providing multi-day backpacking opportunities in diverse 
terrain close to McCarthy and Kennecott. Camps with toilets and bear lockers could be at the Kennicott Gla-
cier edge near McCarthy (proposed by NPS), north of Jumbo Creek on the Glacier Trail (existing), on the toe 
of Jumbo Rock Glacier and in Bonanza Cirque (on ground already altered by Consolidated Wrangell activi-
ties, presently used for camping, but without facilities). The trails would access glacier and rock glacier hiking, 
alpine wildflower meadows, historic Kennecott, and desert-like washes along the edge of a rapidly-receding 
major glacier. Hikers could experience spectacular Wrangell-St. Elias landscape close to the safety of McCarthy-
Kennecott. New trail construction could provide alternatives to hiking on subdivision easements open to some 
motorized uses. An alternative route to the Glacier Trail north of Kennecott would have open views, compared 
with the existing route, where views are increasingly obstructed by growing forest. Providing such a trail system 
within the McCarthy-Kennecott frontcountry could support keeping outlying areas available for personal route-
finding, and trail-free. 
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Possible new trail

Existing trail

Possible location alternative for the Glacier Trail between National Creek and Jumbo Creek
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to High Route Trail

to Chris’s Knob

Bonanza Creek

to existing Jumbo Trail 
at Bonanza Creek

TentingCooking

High Route Trail

Possible Jumbo Rock Glacier camping in bulldozed area

Existing trail
Potential trail
Trail behind ridge
  

Upper Bonanza Creek 
potential trail route details
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Bonanza potential high route trails as seen from near Chris’s Knob
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